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Presioent.s
By Paul CampbBU
herry's deadJine for Stardust comes only one day
after the Astronomy Workshop. So the workshop
is still firmly entrenched in my mind. Only three
words come to me that describe the workshop experience.
WOW! GREAT! & AWESOME! 1 found our guest
speaker, Ken Hewitt-White to be totally inspiring. He
made me wish that I was a novice again so that 1 could
re-kindle my love for astronomical learning. Fortunately,
a night under a dark skies does much of the same thing.
I would like to extend my heartfelt appreciation to Sharon
Tansey and all of the Astronomy Workshop Committee
members for putting on another wonderful Workshop.

S

Finally, the time is very short for nominating a new
Council (oh yeah, a new President as well). Much as 1
would love to continue being President, our By-laws won't
let that happen . (I wonder if the original By-law
Committee was thinking of me when they wrote it?)
Anyway, at the November Council meeting (November

20th, 20(0) a Nominating Committee will be struck. They
will have the job of deciding who to nominate for the
next Council. If you would like to be on the Nominating
Committee, please phone me or e-mail me or just talk to
me and I'l\ make sure you're on the Nominating
Committee.
I managed to lend a hand to Dave Cleary and the Radio
Astronomy Committee one day this month, and it's
amazing how much work this Committee has completed.
We got lots of dishes on top of the U of A Physics Building.
It was really fascinating to watch a large dish rise up the
side of the Physics Building and climb the seven storeys
to the top. We still need volunteers to help with this
Committee. If you are interested, please contact Dave
Cleary. Let's start mapping the sky!
Finally one last word .... Have I told you how great the
Astronomy Workshop was?

FOR
In Time For Christmas:

Maksutov with 45 deg. diagonal and 20mm Celestron
CELESTRON G-5 Telescope
Complete with everything you possibly need!

plossl eyepiece. Accepts either t-ring for camera or
eyepiece for visual use. Wide field for rich-field viewing
or for photography. 1/4" x 20 tripod socket mounts as
great astro camera for piggyback work, also a super finder.

$3000 (not negotiable) - a $1000 savings!
contact: hkirsch @interbaun.com
(Edmonton)

$200.00 firm. Will bring to Nov. meeting.
Denis Fell
(780) 352 7386

J

HowTo
Catch A New
Astron
\

"You tell me. " I retort. "You just looked through mine."
"That's yours?" comes the excited response from the
quarry, "You made it yourself?" Sardine slinks off. Mom's
ears perk up.
"Sure!" I says, "All you need is some basic materials and
help from people who know what to do. There's lots of
those around here." He edges closer.
"Can you see galaxies?" he asks.
"No problem." I reply, "You don' t even need a telescope."
I show them the Large and Small Magellanic clouds.
"Can I look again?" he asks.

By Your "Down Under Reporter"
Dave Robinson
y 9 pm the school of "fi sh" at the Hamilton NZ
Observatory had begun to thin out. Those families
with minnows had left to put them to bed at a
reasonable hour for a Thursday night. I first notice the
potential catch when he sidles up to me with Mom in
tow.

B

"Are these things any good?" he asks, showing me a
homemade planisphere made out of photocopied pages.
He's having a bit of trouble getting it oriented properly. I
make him to be about 7 years old.
With a quick explanation I straighten it out and tell Mom
about the charts found in the astro publications. I suggest
that those or a slightly larger, commercial planisphere
may be easier to use.
He asks about constellations and I point out the inverted
fi shook, stuck point first in the middle of the Milky Way
river of stars. A few minutes later he and mom are at the
front of the short line to my telescope lure, nibbling. This
time my bait is M22, a ball of stars in Sagittarius.
"Ohh ! Neatl." he nibbles, followed by " How much does
one of these things cost?" Tug-Tug!
I twitch the bait a bit "Oh you don't have to buy one, you
can build your own."

" Yeah, but will it work?" One of the smart lipped sardines
in the line quips.
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"Sure!" I reply, "But there's an Iridium Flare coming up
soon. You don ' t want to miss it."
Mom asks what that is and I explain. Mom and I wander
out into the parking lot to scan the sky for the coming
flare. I leave the fi sh there, snuggled up to the lure.
"Is it OK if I move the telescope to keep the stars where I
can see them?" his voice drifts to us from over by the
scope. Oh boy ! It looks like the bait's being taken.
"Sure thing." I reply. I leave him to taste the bait while
Mom and I casualJy converse about stars, waiting for the
flare.
"There it is, straight up! " yells Carol Evans, my fellow
fisherperson this evening. Zing! A minus 2 point snaps
into view in the star sprinkled dome overhead. It slowly
fades.
"Hey, that was really neat! " Mom says as we saunter back
to the bait. He's pointing the tube south now, moving the
lure back and forth. Not much luck around the south
celestial pole.
"How do you find stuff?" comes the query from the quarry.
I take a few minutes to show him the Telrad, crouched
down beside him, whispering instructions. Then it's up
to the 80 mil finder. More quiet explanations.

We find 47 Tucana together. It brings excited comment
about how much bigger and how many more stars than
M22. We talk about globular clusters and open clusters a
bit.

.
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It's time to set the hook. I swing over to the Milky River
again.

Finally, the coupe-de-gras. "I've got a neat filter here that
only lets certain kinds of light through. Wanna see what
it does to that Swan thing?"

"Lets see if we can find anything up here." I casually
remark. Of course the game is rigged. I've aimed the lure
where tidbits are sure to be found; the Lagoon just outside
the finder field.

"Sure." he says and I oblige. He sees the difference
immediately, for Mom it's a bit harder. So I finish the
game by sweeping up the Tarantula.

"Try looking through the finder and slowly moving the
scope around." I suggest. "Maybe pull it towards you a
bit and down .?" I follow the movement with my eye close
to the main eyepiece. The Lagoon edges jerkily into the
field. "OK. Now have a look in here."

"Ooooh! That's really beautiful." This from Mom. Now I
know I've got a double header on the line.
"Hey! It looks just like a big spider I Look at all those
legsl This is really neat!" come the exclamations.
Time to hoist the flag! Fish landed!

"Oh wow! Way cool! Hey Mom , come see what I've
found!" he shouts and trots off the find her.

"We really gotta go." says Mom, "School tomorrow.
Thanks a lot. We really enjoyed tonight." They wander
off to their car.

Fish On! Now all I need is Mom to help in landing it.
He comes back crestfallen: "I think Mom's leaving, I gotta
go." And skitters off to the parking lot.

"G'night! Thanks
again! " comes the
dual voices from
near the last car in
the lot. Then, at the
end, just as he gets
in. "See Ya!"

Oops! Maybe I let him get away."Dam!" I think. "That
was real close."
Oops again! Here he comes back, Mom in tow. He's
convinced her to stay "Just a little bit longer ... please?"
Then follows a short game of seek and find. He quickly
bags a trio of stellar morsels, the Triffid, the Eagle, the
Swan. Mom's impressed. I help just a bit to make sure
the hook doesn' t slip out, nudging the scope in the right
direction, providing explanations of what the morsels are.

We both know he
means it!

RAse Meetina: Dates for 2000/2001
December 11
January 8
February 12
March 12

RAse Observina: Dates for 2000

April 9
May 14
June 11

:
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observer's
Report
By Alister Ling

T

here were certainly no shortages of clear nights in
October - pretty impressive. Unfortunately, the
aurora reared its beautiful veils to deny the deepsky observer from their quest. On the other hand, the
variable star and planet observers practically had to ask
for a cloudy night to recover from sleep deprivation!

This year, two Leonid maximums have been forecast,
Friday night and Saturday night, just after midnight. As

The George Moore' s Astronomy Workshop was very
successful. There were two half-nights of observing, and
although the northern lights danced on Saturday night,
there were lots for the teachers and neophytes to enjoy. I
even got to see an asteroid move over the course of 3
hours. Congratulations again to Sharon and Cathy and
volunteers for an excellent time.
Have you seen Mira, the "wonderful" ? It s a lovely long
period variable star currently near its peak brightness,
filling a gap in the constellation Cetus. To find it, start at
the lovely double star gamma Andromedae, run through
the hockey stick figure of Aries and continue the same
distance along that line.
The main event every November for the last few years
has been the Leonid meteor shower. There is a really good
potential for a storm next year, but this year is somewhat
so-so. Don t let the interfering Moon dampen your
enthusiasm. Astronomers still do not know how reliable
their predictions are. The last two years has shown a
tremendous leap in modeling and understanding of meteor
streams, but it can t be said to be perfect.

usual, we will hold a group observing session out at
Blackfoot. Please come out and join us, making sure you
are well wrapped up, including some warm drink. If you
can cat nap before coming out, it will be easier for you to
stay awake! As you probably know by now, November is
usually the worst month in Edmonton for cloudiness, so
there is a good chance we may have to make a run for
clear skies. If you're not tuned into our club's e-mail
ASTRa list, leave me your phone number and we' ll make
sure you are notified of a change in observing site.

Venus is finally coming out of hiding low in the evening
orange twilight and will climb to be a gorgeous ornament
for our winter skies. Watch for the lovely crescent MoonVenus pairing November 29th.

Observer's
Group Meetings

Mercury puts on a fine morning show starting mid-month,
easily seen between 6:30-7:15am, low in the east. Cresting
near mag -0.5, it is considerably brighter than nearby 1st
mag star Spica, to the upper right. Compare their colors
in binocu lars. The razor thin crescent Moon slips to the
left of Mercury on the morning of the 24th. Use binoculars
to pull in the soft glow of reflected earthshine, the new
Moon in the old Moon's arms.
Put the 12th on your calendar to catch the Moon sliding
between Jupiter and Aldebaran. Oh and Paul, that faint
orange star to the upper right is Mars, preparing to haunt
you during the summer months.

It's A[[ A Matter

of Perspective

By Bill Kunze

T

he prospect, Like all promising ones, at frrst seemed
Like a good idea. A trip to the sunny warm latitude
of 19 degrees north latitude, Mananillo, Mexico.
A chance to not only leave behind the tag end of winter
at latitude 53.6 north, but to enjoy the splendid vistas of
the night sky. Leo directly overhead, Sagittarius and
Scorpio halfway to the zenith! Deep sky wonders galore!
Two years ago, at the tip of the Baja Peninsula in San
Jose del Cabo, I enjoyed clear skies but came equipped
with only 5th magnitude star charts and lightweight
birding binoculars. The viewing, once the orientation
adjustments were made and the hotel 's security lighting
was screened, was enjoyable if you are fond of
oscilloscopes. This time, knowing that trying to get my
10" Dobsonian into the overhead luggage bins would be
problematic, I opted for a sturdy tripod mounted 10x50
Celestron binoculars, supplemented by my new Sky Atlas
2000. Both our top floor balcony and the 18th green of
the golf course (completely surrounded by the Pacific
Ocean) made very fine viewing platforms. The cloudless
daytime sky was followed by an evening on our first day
with the alignment of a crescent Moon, Jupiter and Saturn,

as seen from an enchanting restaurant vista. As nighttime
deepened, my sense of disappointment and frustration
became palpable. The local coal fired power plant
humming along day and night puts immense amounts of
particulate into the atmosphere. The mountains
disappeared during the day and the night sky disappeared
(when else?) at night. What to do but have a good laugh
at the cosmic injustice of it all. What else did I see? The
incredible hospitality and gentle kindness of our Mexican
hosts, lovely garden landscape of the Karmina Palace
resort, spectacular architecture and a lively thriving
culture. Imagine, trapped on a beach with a buffet! I recall
meeting one couple from Toronto, the woman increasingly
disabled with ALS (Lou Gerrig's Disease). Her husband
extending love, compassion and kindness, engaging and
enjoying life, while such memories could be still made.
Then there were those who were sighted but otherwise
blind, complaining about the trivial or inconsequential.
The choices are there every day. It' s just a matter of
perspective. It's time for "una mas Margarita". Did I
mention the 5.1 earthquake at 1:20 AM? What was that?
"Da Nada", go back to sleep. Clear skies.

j

Vegreville and returned with it. Roger had to bring out
the scope in his pickup truck; the 7-foot tube was too big
for my minivan. I mentioned the project to my neighbour,
the owner of Kawtikh Retreat campground, one evening
in June. When he heard about my need for a pier for the
scope he offered to have his friend auger me a hole - the
guy was coming out in a few days to dig some holes for
Steven's sidewalk. A couple of days later I had a 14"
diameter hole 10 feet deep and the project had officially
begun.

The

Laughing Duck
Observatory

After a bit of quick planning my son Pau l and I dug some
shallow but broad holes for the comers of the building
and the next weekend my wife and I got a yard of concrete
from U-Cart and poured the piers. This turned out to be
a lot of work. 45 minutes on the road caused the concrete
to settle quite a bit, and with just two of us running it one
bucket at a time, by the time we got to the bottom of the
trailer the concrete had turned into, well, concrete.

By Mike Hoskinson
bout a year ago, my wife and

~

I lucked into a place
the country within commuting distance of
dmonton on the north shore of Hastings Lake.
One of its attractions was a good southern exposure; from
the shore of the lake, the horizon is unobstructed from
azimuth 75 to 245. The site is about 1okIn south-east of
Waskehegan. I started dreaming about building an
observatory.
10

We sunk pressure treated 4x4 posts into the comer holes
and brought the concrete to the right level with sonotube.
A few lengths of rebar and the base plate of the scope
mount were embedded into the central pier.
Once the concrete set I attached lx8 floor joists to the
4x4's (which not surprisingly, considering my limited
construction skills, were no longer plumb) and completed
the rest of the structure over the summer and early fall.
The building is 8 feet deep and 12 feet wide, 4 feet high
in the front and 6 feet in the back where the door is. The
site has no northern exposure because of the trees behind,
so I elected to have the back part of the roof hinge up
rather than move out of the way completely. I can always
rebuild when the trees die and have to be removed (heh,
heh). The front wall is hinged to open out into an
additional 4 feet of floor space and the front 2/3 of the
roof swings down with the wall. Open, the observing
area is 12 feet by 12. The scope is placed such that it is at
the very front when the observatory is closed.

View from the west, with the observatory closed.
Earlier this spring, Roger Fell sent out an email on astrolist
that he was moving into Edmonton and would have to
sell the Angus Smyth telescope, a beautiful 12.5" f7.4 on
a massive equatorial mount that Angus built in 1965.
Just right, I said to myself, so I made a quick trip to
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One thing became pretty obvious after I built the wall. In
order for the front wall to double as a floor, it had to be
pretty strong. Pretty strong means pretty heavy. The sheet
metal roof adds additional weight, and it became

.

~Wj

"

impossible for one person to open and close it. I came up
with a counterweight system (see photo) which balances
it enough that I can
open and close
without too much
trouble. The "ladder
of lead" on each side
weighs about 140 Ibs.
The observatory has
been substantially
completed for a
couple of months now
and I'm beginning to
realize just how
convenient it is to be
able just step out of
240 lbs. of lead weights make it possible to open and
close the observatory from the inside.
the house, flip down the roof and be observing within 30
seconds. I can stretch the moonless window beyond first
quarter moon by getting up early instead of staying up
late. I can slip out for an hour in the evening no problem.

Time to pause and make sure that the telescope fits.
I only have to polar align once, and collimation stays

pretty well fixed because the scope is not getting banged
around. Next step is to get the wiring out of the way and
build in a desk and shelving. I have a bit of repair work
to do on the roof after a big windstorm in early October.
Being next door to a campground, I've had occasion to
give star parties to a captive audience. A couple of weeks
ago I hosted a dozen Girl Guides working on their
astronomy badges. They were my first paying customers
- I got a box of delicious Girl Guide Cookies out of the
deal.

MAP TO THE EDMONTON CENTRE OB.lERVING .lITE
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UPGRADING
YOUR Cl02HD
REFRACTOR
By Denis Fell

N

er selling my Meade 8" Schmidt Cassegrain that

I used for ten years, I decided to revert back to

yearly years as an amateur and get a refractor,
this time instead of a 3" I settled on a 4" Celestron
basically because the 4" aperture was best for this part of
the world where 2 arc second seeing is common and I
arc second seeing or less is occasional and sometimes
rare. Also the price was affordable $799.00 Cdn for the
scope, mount and tripod, including 6x30 finder one 20mm
eyepiece and a Barlow.
First impressions of this instrument were that it is a good
instrument optically but the mounting is inadequate for
the instrument, the Barlow and diagonal are garbage and
the finder and eyepiece should be upgraded or replaced.
The following is the tale of how this telescope became a
real amateur 's instrument.
1 Optics:
The objective itself appears to be of quite good quality.
Close examination reveals greenish and bluish tints to
the over coating and the surface of the lenses appear clean
with no scratches or sleeks in the coatings. The cell on
my instrument is metal, however I have heard rumours
of plastic cells. The dew cap is plastic and fit rather loosely,
so extra felt pads were inserted into the base and it now
fits snugly. The paint finish on the tube seems to scratch
quite easily, therefore a coat of hard acrylic wax was
applied and polished after repainting scratches and
scrapes.

Three baffles are seen in the tube itself and examination
with a film can with a hole cut to the size of your average
eyepiece field lens shows that the edge of the objective is
not cut off by the baffles or the edge of the focus tube.
Star test was done on Vega for the diffraction pattern and
colour test. No astigmatism noted, pattern remained round
both in and out of focus. At 240X (60Xlin.) the central
core surrounded by one fairly bright ring, and indications
of another ring were seen . Blue secondary colour
surrounding Vega and Jupiter and noted along the limb
of the moon, enhanced with a blue 80A filter, the colour
was present but not annoyingly so. No red secondary
colour was seen.
Epsilon Iyrae, the double double was used for the second
test; dark black sky was seen between both pairs, the view
was very sharp with black sky through out the entire field.
So satisfied so far with the objective, I added a 7xSOmm
finder (Vixen) from Orion Telescopes and a TeleVue 2"
diagonal to take advantage of the 2" focuser. The view
with the Tele Vue SSmm Plossl eyepiece is 2 degrees across
and has no distortions that can be seen, great for open
clusters and M42 and other large areas of deep sky.
My other eyepieces are a TeleVue 21mm and 13mm
Plossls along with TeleVue 2x and 3x Barlows, all par
focal, yielding magnifications of 4Sx, 77x, 9Sx, l44x,
lSSx, and 230x.
As I am primarily a solar and planetary observer, a class
A glass solar filter and a set of coloured eyepiece filters
completed my equipment.

2 Mount:
The CG-4 mount provided with the telescope on an
aluminium tripod was at best, marginal. Any wind or
touch on the instrument-induced vibrations that lasted
for almost S seconds. Why do manufacturers insist on
providing inadequate mounts for astro scopes? The
remedy was to upgrade the mount. I obtained Celestron's
CG-S mount, the Great Polaris clone, along with the dual
axis drive system for this mount. This mount required
complete disassembly and removal of the thick sludgy

grease and burrs from the gears and the bearings. The
entire procedure was done following the excellent pictures
and text at http://www.astronomyboy.com/cg5/. Low
temperature white grease that I use on my snow blower
was then used instead. So far, I have tested it at -2 C with
no degradation in slow motions or motor drive
performance. The real test will come below -10 C.

out of the box, the first one was defective, so I decided to
stick to the tried and true AC drives from Jim's Mobile
that are made in the US with Swiss motors.
Happily, the CG-4 mount was perfect for my Short Tube
80mm Refractor instead of the camera tripod I had been
using. With a handily fashioned adapter plate, this scope
was mated to the mount with little trouble. A great
travelling scope and good for quick looks before deciding
whether or not to use the main scope.

The whole equatorial head assembly was then mounted
on a pier of 4" diameter irrigation pipe with legs from an
I

~

A eyepiece projection adapter that I had previously
has been used several times for solar, lunar and
planetary photos and I did add a 2" prime focus
adapter which 1 used for the January 2000 lunar
eclipse photos on my web page.
Final results on one good night so far, a transit of
10 across Jupiter was observed in great detail with

a #11 green yellow filter, festoons, a few white
ovals and some detail in the south temperate
zones. Saturn was picture perfect with multiple
belts, the polar dark area and occasional detail in
the belts, the rings were sharp with a dark Cassini
division and crepe ring. 4 satellites, Titan, Rhea,
Dionne and Tethys were observed.

.

Astrophoto results can be seen on my website:
http://www.teluspl anet.netlpubli c/dfell

old Edmund pier. Now the scope was finally rock solid
with vibration lasting not even a second with a sharp rap,
in breezes up to 10 kmlh there is no vibration of the field
seen visually. In order not get a hernia every time I used
the telescope the whole affair was mounted on a T shaped
cart with ball bearing locking casters. Now I just roll it
out of the garage onto the concrete pad, lock the wheels ,
polar align and I'm ready to start observing. The mount
is sturdy enough that I can add an 80mm f/5refractor as a
piggyback lens for deep sky astrophotos. This is mounted
on a heavy duty swivel head that in tum is mounted on a
plate that attaches to the top of both tube rings securely
with bolts and lock washers , no flexion between
instruments here.
The drives sold by Celestron for this mount are not great,
the drives and controller are manufactured in China and

.,"&.

.'
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planet
Report
By Murray Paulson

ercury started off November creeping out from
the glare of the sun and to greatest western
elongation in a short two weeks! OUf November
meeting will see Mercury just past Dichotomy, or half
phase, and a rather favourable morning apparition . The
morning of the 14th you can see Mercury with a 6.9"
''first quarter" phase at magnitude -2.3. It turns out that
in November, the morning ecliptic is tipped up steeply
providing an excellent opportunity to see Mercury in the
morning twilight. It will be 19 degrees from the sun and
will rise in a dark sky at the beginning of morning twilight.
This is a very good apparition, and you can follow it for
the next week or so. On Nov. 14, it rises at 6:00 am, and
by the 23rd, it rises at 6:30 am. This is as good a morning
apparition as it gets!

Jupiter is at opposition on the 28th of the month. Jupiter's
48.6" disk will shine at magnitude -2.8 from a 4.05 AU
distance. This particular date is very special from the

M

,......................................................

,. .

......................__.... _...... __ ... _._. 0 •

Venus has been cruising farther from the sun and now is
quite visible in the evening twilight. The evening before
Halloween, Venus was only 7 degrees from the moon.
This event will be repeated on the 28th and 29th of
November. The 28th will see a 3-day old moon 8 degrees
west of Venus and the 29th will reverse the pair, with the
4-day old moon just 3 degrees east of Venus. This will be
a great photo opportunity for a telephoto, or a short focus
refractor at prime focus. Venus will be a dazzling
magnitude -4.6 with a 16.4" gibbous disk. The earthshine
should make this a great photo. My calculations show
that the longest focal length that will get the two in would
be 640 mm, but catch it early because the moon will
continue to move away.
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Ganymede'
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anyn\ede shadow

Edmonton, Alberta
2000 November 2603:50
vantage of a simultaneous transit and shadow transit of
10, only an hOUf after Jupiter's opposition! At 3:12 am

local time, ingress occurs for both the shadow and the

<

w:-~.

disk, as Mars will swell to this size during this coming
summer's apparition. Over this month, you will get to
see the shadow of the planet on the rings change sides as
our perspective angle changes. I am impressed by how
much the rings are tipped toward us; they almost extend
beyond the South Pole of the planet. I have been studying
the rings when the seeing co-operates, and the more I
look, the more
subtle details I
can see in the
rings. I have
noticed that the
inside edge of
the B ring is
slightly darker
than the outer
portion and it
has the look of
being stranded.
The width of this region is about 1/3 the width of the B
ring. Casini 's division demarks the A ring and if the
seeing is good, you can see the Enkie minima just about
1/2 way out in the A ring. It is a subtle darkening of the
ring. The Enkie gap which about 1/4 the width of the A
ring from the outside edge, is supposed to be all but
impossible in amateur scopes. The November issue of Sky
and Telescope Magazine has a good article on the Saturn
ring system. One tidbit from this article is that the Casini 's
division is only .7" arc in width, but is visible in a 60 mrn
refractor. The Planet itself wi II show you a slightly darker
polar cap on the dusky polar hood. I have noticed a subtle
thin belt in the equatorial region, and I have observed a
sculpted lower margin to the polar hood in years gone by.
Saturn seems to stand power better than Jupiter, so try
high powers on this planet and see what you can see.

moon. The pair will ride the upper edge, south edge, of
the South Equatorial Belt. If the seeing is very good, you
will see the disk of the moon with a dark, off centered,
halo. This will allow you to observe the moon in transit
which is usually a difficult thing. 10 will show a 1.2" disk
at this time, so use as much magnification as the
conditions will bear. There are several transits a week
and they are listed in the Observers Handbook. Remember
that the time listed is universal time, and it is exactly 7
hours ahead of us here in Alberta. 0:00 hrs UT is at 5:00
PM our time and for example, 2: 32 on the 26th is actually
7:32 p.m. on the night of the 25th. One other transits of
special note is a transit of Ganymede. Between weather
and scheduling, you usually are lucky to see just one transit
of Ganymede during an opposition. Ganymede is 1.7" in
diameter and is fairly dark. I have mistaken Ganymede
for it's shadow! This transit is very close to opposition so
the moon and shadow will be in close proximity. The
transit will occur in the southern polar region, and from
a diagram created by Sky tools, you can see that the moon
follows the shadow by only a few arc seconds. We get an
added bonus of the Great Red Spot transiting the di sk at
the same time. A few other transits are listed as well.

Nov. 26
2:32
2:53
4:35
4:38

III.Sh.1.
III.Tr.1.
III.Sh.E.
III.Tr.E.

Dec. 3
6: 8 III.Tr.I.
6:33 III.Sh.1.
7:55 III.Tr.E.
8:37 III.Sh.E.

Dec. 4
3:55
4:13
6:28
6:49

II.Tr.I.
II.Sh.1.
II.Tr.E.
II.Sh.E.

This month is great for planetary observing with the added
bonuses of the Leonids, or an asteroid occultation. Until
next month, clear skies!
The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one
that heralds new discoveries, is not "Eureka!" but
"That's funny ... '" - Isaac Asimov

Saturn will be at opposition on November 19th and will
present a 20.4" disk. It will shjne at magnitude 0.5 from
its 8.126 AU distance. Take note of the size of Saturn's

::~,
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A TASTE
OF THE

SOUTHERN
SKIES
By Dave Robinson

M

y first real outing to view the southern sky on a
Wednesday night in August. After a two-week
period of cloudy or indifferent skies, we finally
got a clear night, which coincided with an outing at the
Observatory. I had missed out on the Club Night last
Friday due to pouring rain all-day and intermittent
showers in the evening.

Dave Brock gave me an insider 's view of scope
construction Kiwiwise, being the local expert. Here, they
grind their mirrors out of plate glass, doing all the work
themselves. This is necessitated by the high cost of
imported mirrors and blanks . (An 8" Pyrex blank set
would cost over $200 Cdn to get here.) They compensate
for the thin glass by using multi-point mirror cells, and
playing a bit with the mirror figure. They optimise figure
by star testing under actual observing conditions before
they aluminize them .
When I arrived at the observatory, I noticed a lot of cars
in the parking lot and a line-up at the entrance. The guys
here actually have the nerve to charge non-members a
minimal fee for attendance at their public nights. This
night found a Cub troop of about 30 kids and parents and
about 20 other folks out for a clear night's view of the
skies.
I skipped the line up ; I took out my tripod and set up my
binoculars. I was intending to get a good look at Carina,
the lewelbox and a few other things in the south-western
sky.
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had no sooner done thiSlihd pointed tlie binocs at Carina
than Dave Brock arrived with his 16-inch scope. Dave
was having trouble getting his rocker box together because
the attachment boIt to the ground board had somehow
gotten sheared off in transit. I had a screwdriver, (being
asked for tools sounded kinda familiar) which he needed
to remove the broken one, and we scrounged up a
replacement bolt from inside the observatory. By the time
we had gotten his scope in action, I found there was a
line up of about 10 people waiting to look through my
binoculars.
For the next hour and a half, I played tour guide to a part
of the sky I was totally unfamiliar with. I had most of the
50 odd folks take a look through the Pentax lax 50s, adlibbing as questions arose and trying desperately to find
stuff I could show them that I knew a bit about. Mostly I
talked about how you could see all kinds of stuff, just
with binoculars, and that it was a fine way to start or
dabble in astronomy. This patter was very well received
and there were many intelligent questions to answer.
In addition to me there was Dave Brock with his 16",
Dave Hemmings with one of the Club's 6" short focus
Dobbies, another gent, shepherding a 10" long focus
Dobbie plus Bruce Griffiths in the Dome and Chris
O'Connor giving the lectures. In all, it was just like any
public session or evening at the Deck back home. I felt
right a home with the people, if not the sky.
As the herd dispersed, (some to go home, some to go
back inside to warm up, some to look through the big
scope in the dome and some to look at more slides) Dave
and I got down to more serious observing. The sky had
improved steadily as the evening progressed. The dust
lanes in the Milky Way around Sagittarius and Scorpius
were getting better all the time, The LMC and SMC
gradually rose high enough to become more visible above
the haze in the south.
There was a lot to see. So much so, that it was almost
information overload, but I ' ll try to put down my
impressions.
First Carina. The general cluster is naked eye visib le
against the backdrop of the Milky Way, just south of Crux.

".""

.

In binoculars you see this hook shaped sprinkle of stars
which vary quite a bit in brightness, colour and separation,
with the collection filling the whole binocular field. There
are two parts of the group that have significant nebulosity.
In a scope, the two sections are bright with a bit of structure
and pleasing overall shapes with a few darkish spots. At
low power they show up a little less dense than M42 but
cover more area. At high power, you can make out the
Homunculus of Eta embedded in the nebulosity around
it. With Dave's 03 filter, the view was spectacular with
wisps, holes and dark spots much more evident.

Dave gave me a quickie tour of the SMC. It was just naked
eye visible above the haze at first. It will be much higher
later in the year. Later in the evening, the cluster 47
Tucana became naked eye visible. The cluster itself is
spectacular in a scope. The central condensation is much
more pronounced than Omega Centauri, and the range
of star brightness is greater. It has definite radial structure
although I'll need more observing to describe it properly.
I liked it better than Omega but Dave says it punches
through light pollution better and Omega is better in dark
skies. We'll see I guess.

Omega Centauri. Huge cluster! It's probably double the
angular size of M13 with way more stars. It too is naked
eye visible, about 10 degrees to the right of what they call
the pointer stars here (Rigil and Hadar in Centaurus). In
binoculars, it's a large fuzzy patch of light. In the 16"
scope, it was magnificent! Most of the stars seem to be
about the same magnitude with a slight condensation in
the centre, probably a bit less pronounced than M13.
However, there are some slightly brighter stars, which
seem to give a spiral structure to the whole cluster. And
there are a couple of dark spots against the dark central
condensation, which you can see with averted vision. Dave
informed me that it's more spectacular in real dark skies
where the contrast makes the stars stand out even more. I
can't wait for a better view at the local star party up the
island a bit, in early September.

LMC. This night, just a taste of things to come. Dave
showed me a neat pair of objects here. In his Meade 8.8mm
at about 150 power, you could see a medium bright cluster
in the centre of the field with a nice gas cloud nebula at
the bottom of the field, both against a slight sprinkle of
background stars. Then he puts in his 03 filter and WOW!
The cluster disappears to be replaced by another nebulae.
Now you see two nebulae about the same size and shape
against a black sky. Impressive indeed!
Also in the LMC were a couple of nice globulars. Dave
couldn ' t identify which was which without his chart, but
they were fine condensations of thousands of stars
nonetheless. Both looked a bit like M22, which we took a
detour to for comparison. While on the detour, we looked
at the Swan (known by it's proper name Omega Nebula
here), the Eagle (to satisfy an onlooker's desire to see a
star-forming region) and the Ring and Dumbbell (both
low in the northern haze).

The Jewelbox. Not visible naked eye, but easily located
just above the northernqJost star in Crux. In binocs, it's a
small cluster of stars with a slightly boxy shape. In a scope
at medium power, it's outstanding. The stars are nicely . And lastly, for this missive at least. The Tarantula! What
separated and have obvious colour differences. I can see
can I say to give it its due? Naked eye once above the
why it got its name, with orange blue and whitish stars
haze, in binocs it's a bright nebula against a hazy
lying in a roughly rectangular shaped grouping against a
background. But in a scope, outstanding! And with the
black backdrop.
03 filter, 1 was simply blown away! Without the filter, it
has the obvious spider shape it's named for. With the filter,
Centaurus A, a globular shaped galaxy seen edge on, in
it has unbelievable structure with spider legs, pincers,
the eyepiece at 150 power, about the size of Jupiter. I'm
holes, filaments, and the whole gamut. After that, I said
''Enough I Time to end the evening on a high I" I helped
going to need help to find this one later. You can see the
dark dust lane across the central bulge and later in the pack stuff up, climbed into the car, and was home and in
evening, with averted vision, I could see the slightly
bed before lam, to dream of southern sky delights to light
brighter streak embedded in the dark dust lane. Once the imagination.
again, I'm told that darlcer skies will reveal much more
detail.
';:c,~
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